
2020 outcomes review of the 1997 to 2005 Community Plan 
 
The identified Projects of this plan were: 
 
*Community Committee – Buchan Caves Reserve    
The caves community committee for community involvement was hampered by the caves management plan having 
to be completed first in 1997/98.  Not much changed in more recent years when Buchan Caves Reserve began their 
joint management plan with the Gunai Kurnai.  Again all planning was put on hold.  
 In 2020 the community still feels or has a perceived image that Parks do not work very closely with the community 
with many of the decisions being made from Melb. and with little consideration for the local community, only 
visitors to the Reserve. 
This is evident with Parks providing few community events or programs at the reserve over this time, the loss of 
locals having free access to cave tours that we believe was never abused and in 2019 the closure of the swimming 
pool. 
Living Library 
This project was the brainchild of Leona Lavell and Steve Baxter, Leona was the go to person in the township for 
historical information from this time until 2019 as her health has prevented her to continuing supporting people in 
their quest to find out more about family and local history.  Rhonda Coates now provides much of this via the 
Buchan Heritage Group. 
There is a short report about the details of this project that aimed to create local tour guides on the history, culture 
and environment to provide an attraction outside of the caves reserve. 
*Town Entrance – Welcome Sign feature 
The Welcome signs were completed and were the horseshoe signs that were replaced in 2018 with cheap signs that 
were imposed on the community as the Shire wanted a coordinated look that is being installed in all the townships 
in East Gippsland.  One fell off not long after putting it up and was never repaired.  The horseshoe signs should never 
have been replaced and it was unnecessary spending on something that was not needed nor identified by the 
community in any future community plans. 
*John Flynn House/information centre 
Part of this project was the purchase of the Butter Factory which is now owned by the Buchan Heritage Group.  The 
building has had some renovation but more work is urgently needed and the project really has not done very much 
for many years.  The Heritage group is a small committee of that do not have enough resources to further the 
project without more assistance. 
John Flynn’s House was to be rebuilt and erected on the Butter factory land as a tourist attraction and information 
centre.  The house which was being stored at David Woodburn’s house at Seldom Seen in pieces was lost in the 2003 
fires. 
Heritage Plan 
The Heritage plan for the district was developed together with the the EGSC including the heritage overlays together 
with Leona Lavell 
Arts/craft development  No known information 
Natural assets listing – Tourism No known information 
Expand tourism – backpackers 
The Backpackers was being planned at this time by a private business and was completed. 
Walking tracks around town 
Not sure if any walking tracks were improved or developed via this project. 
The Self-Guided Walking tour was developed in 2005? 
*Improved signage – internal/external 
The action plan talks about creating something artistic at the Red Knob using limestone/timber to display Buchan’s 
natural heritage and provide some information about the area.  This was before the major changes to the 
intersection when there was a really nice pull off area with seats, trees and a short lived water tank that was widely 
used by cyclist as a stopping point.    
The restructure of the red knob corner was completed by Vicroads.  Consultation with the community was minimal.  
The bus shelter that was at the old pull off area was put on the main road and within a short period of time was 
destroyed by trucks and then removed.  There was an issue with the shelter as the Shire wanted no ownership of it, 
nor did Vicroads.  It was funded and originally erected by the Buchan Business and Tourism Association.  
The Buchan Business and Tourism Association were to put up an information board with maps and business listings 
at the corner and this never eventuated. 
The project also talked about sculptures around the township as well.   

https://buchan.vic.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Living-Library.pdf


Limestone festival/promotions 
The community held the very successful Buchan Foothills festival annually between 2000 and 2003. The first festival 
was funded by the state of Victoria’s Millennium Celebrations.  The festival continued for a few years but they 
became a drain on the community’s resources to hold a major festival event annually and were finally stopped to be 
able to concentrate on other community projects. 
Promotion Capital cities/media (particularly the Caves Reserve) 
Buchan was more widely promoted in the past with pictures at Melbourne airport and on public transport.   
Swing Bridge –caves and bluff 
The Swing Bridge was built from the Recreation Reserve to John Flynn Reserve and the second proposed bridge was 
also planned to be built near spring creek giving access to the Caves Reserve and creating a circular walk 
encompassing the township and caves.   
Publicity/promotion – photos/historical No information 
*Historical trail – regional centre  No information 
Develop leadership local history/skills  No information 
*Town look out top of the hill 
Map of town direction    No information 
Promotion point – local talent   No information 
The formation of Buchan Development Inc 
This group meet and drove the community plan from 1999 to 2003 (dates are unconfirmed) 
 
*These projects still remain on the community’s action plans today. (2020) 
 


